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TRACKLIST

Sidewalks and Skeletons/ Memory / 0:04:00
Zamilska / Rise / 0:03:58

Zamilska / Quarrel / 0:05:20
MemotoneRitual / 0:04:51

Antigone & Francois X/ We Move As One / 0:03:23
Zamilska / Call / 0:03:16
Zamilska / Ruin / 0:03:37

Antigone & Francois X / Journey Home/ 0:07:03
Zamilska / Enemy / 0:01:32

Zamilska / Flag / 0:06:38
Sidewalks and Skeletons / Drifter / 0:03:34

DJ Alina / доля / 0:03:45
Sidewalks and SkeletonsSleep / Paralysis / 0:03:25

Sidewalks and Skeletons / Disappear / 0:02:50
ORION_GmbH / RUINER Theme / 0:04:16

Total Time1:01:28
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Game ran smoothly on intel i5 3570k 8gb ram with gtx 980ti, didnt notice any fps drops. It was challenging especially the 3rd
level and it was fun! It really felt like worth the money! ^^. Excellent game. The developer has been very quick to respond and
to fix issues. Thanks!. There is some problem with this game. Not worth wasting a single buck. Don't be stupid like me!. Well
I'm glad that somhow anime games are made but it's only 15 second of 3d animation of this character that is in the trailer . Rest ,
about 200 pages are like riding book. I'm not satisfied but I give thumbs up . Hope when creators will have more money meaby
next time the will make something better. 360 few scenes are unexpectly poor somehow Graphic meaby is not fully prepared to
be in 360 view. If you are prepared that this doeasn't have more then 15 second of 3D aniamtion and other cutscene about
another 20 second of animation and you are prepared that this is like reading book only then you can give it a try.. Great, fun,
tower defense game. It's a fantastic time-waster for when I have a few minutes before class.. 10\/10 needs a sequel
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Journey to the not Vatican to discover the secret of the not ark of the covenant before the not knights templar destroy the
world.. Very good game, fun to play, levels are interestingly made and there's no moment of boredom. It's the Christian
Whitehead port that started it all, with great source material on top of that. I've loved this game for years (played it on other
platforms), and the PC port is decent as well. Getting it to run in proton takes some effort (installing DirectX via winetricks,
forcing vsync with environment variables), but with these set up, it runs perfectly.

You can't go wrong with Sonic CD, as it's the game that really defined the series for what it is, and the (Japanese) soundtrack is
among the best in video games. I wish it was easier to unlock stage select, though. I just want to be able to quickly play through
Stardust Speedway when I feel like it, merely completing all levels should be enough, and having a cheat to quickly unlock it
(seems like this game doesn't have cloud sync) would make it even better.. CoM: The Scorpio Ritual is the first game in a series
of point-and-click adventure games starring Sylvie Leroux, a young and plucky archeologist going after mankind-sized
mysteries. While the story of a Kinght order and a world-wide catastrophe is rather cliche, it managed to remain mildly
interesting throughout, and combined with the wonderful visuals playing TSC was a pleasant experience. Pleasant, but not in the
least challenging - the puzzles mostly were only placeholders. No great puzzle crimes though, which is a positive.

Recommended - if discounted to 2-3 EURs.
. Might be able to scare your grandma. Probably not, though.
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